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Exchange: B2B/EDI Management
Simplify how you manage your B2B trading partner network

Dell Boomi provides a complete native-cloud platform for managing your partner network interactions..
You can easily build, deploy and manage both traditional EDI and newer Web services to streamline and
accelerate your business.
Regardless of where your organization sits in the supply chain — from manufacturing and distribution to
warehousing and logistics to fulfillment or retail — you can exchange documents and coordinate trading
partner relationships without the substantial burden and expense of installing and maintaining legacy, onpremise software.

Key Benefits
Scale to your needs

Industry-standard connectivity

APIs, you can quickly onboard thousands of trading

RosettaNet and Tradacoms, as well as trading partner

partners while maintaining complete visibility of all

communication requirements, including AS2, disk, FTP,

activities with a unified reporting portal for your EDI and

SFTP, HTTP and HTTPS. We also provides a library of

application integration processes.

EDI document types that you can easily map to transfer

Simplified development

data to or from your back-end systems.

mapping tools, re-usable components, pre-built sample

Boomi EDI Managed Service removes the operational

Easily handle any transaction volume. With Boomi’s

Boomi’s visual user interface (UI) with drag-and-drop

Boomi supports EDI standards X12, EDIFACT, HL7,

Managed services

processes and crowd-sourced features for mapping and

burden of EDI system administration. Our EDI specialists

error resolution make it easy for you to build simple to

monitor and manage your EDI system, ensuring that your

sophisticated EDI integrations — no coding required.

partner network is always running at peak performance.

Quickly and
easily build
processes with
drag-and-drop
tools — no
coding required

Key Features
Boomi B2B/EDI Management provides a rich set of features that simplify and speed up trading
partner interactions.

Trading Partner Framework

Full Acknowledgment Handling

Reporting & Auditing

Set up and manage all trading
partner components from one
console to quickly find, configure,
and deploy changes for your partner
communications.

All EDI communications with partners
are tracked for reconciliation
purposes. Documents that were not
successfully transferred can be resent automatically or manually.

Our trading partner reporting
portal provides a detailed view
of all exchanged EDI documents,
simplifying tracking, error resolution
and reconciliation.

Partner Onboarding

Support Business Users

Automatic Updates

Programatically onboard trading
partners via the Boomi AtomSphere
API, virtually eliminating data errors
and reducing onboarding time from
weeks to hours.

Role-based access allows business
users to add, remove or change
specific parts of the process, making
it easy to respond rapidly to evolving
business requirements.

Boomi continuously and automatically
updates the platform and all Atoms,
providing you with the latest features
and functionality. Boomi’s managed
regression testing ensures that
your EDI processes continue to run
seamlessly across updates.

Simplified Data Mapping
Boomi Suggest uses the millions of
indexed mappings to automatically
recommend data maps between
EDI, flat files, XML and database
formats based on the successful
configurations that have been built by
other users.

“Boomi gives my team more visibility
and control over critical data.
Thanks to Boomi, we have extreme
confidence in our EDI process.”
Gary Cifatte
CTO, Candy.com

To learn more, visit us today at www.boomi.com
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